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Introduction

What is Archaeology?

Archaeology is the study of the past through what we leave behind.

Who is an Archaeologist?

Archaeologists are Anthropologists—Anthropologists study people, and archaeologists study people from the past. An archaeologist can study the Egyptian pyramids, old houses, cave paintings, arrow heads, pottery—anything that was made and left behind by people!

Archaeologists are not geologists—people who study rocks and minerals. Although, archaeologists sometimes use geologic concepts to help them determine how old things in the ground are!

Archaeologists are also not paleontologists—people who study ancient reptiles like dinosaurs.

Archaeologists DO NOT study or dig up dinosaurs

Activity 1: Stratigraphy

Concepts

Stratigraphy

Stratigraphy is a branch of geology concerned with the study of rock and soil layers. Archaeologists carefully remove artifacts from soil and document their position and layer of soil from which they were removed from. Then they use stratigraphy to try and estimate how old the artifacts are.

Law of Superposition

The Law of Superposition is another geological concept, related to stratigraphy. The law states that in undisturbed soil, the youngest layer is on top and the oldest on bottom. Archaeologists use this concept when studying artifacts they found. In the field, archaeologists take notes on which layer of soil they removed an artifact from and if one artifact was above or below another artifact.

Absolute Dating

Absolute dating produces a specific date or date range for an event in the past. Normally, archaeologists can only use absolute dating for certain objects like glass and ceramics. For example, we know that U.S. currency is marked with the year that it was made. If you find a penny with the year 2002 on it, you know its absolute date is 2002.

Relative Dating

Relative dating helps archaeologists determine the relative order in which an event took place. Often, it is used with absolute dating. For example, if you find a penny from 2002 in a layer of soil, you know that penny could not have been dropped in that layer of soil before 2002. If you dig deeper and find another layer of soil, you can assume any objects in that layer were made before 2002.

Questions

1. How old do you think the oldest artifact found in North Carolina is?

2. If you dig a hole straight down, where should the oldest artifacts?

3. Where should you find the youngest artifacts?

Answers: 1. 14,000 years old; 2. On the bottom; 3. On the top
Activity

- Cut out the artifacts on page 4
- Print out the stratigraphy board on page 5
- Discuss the man-made and natural changes to the soil on the stratigraphy board (such as the well/pit and in the animal burrow). Although these features spear deeper than the layers around them, they are cutting into these layers from above and are still younger than the layer that into which they were cut.
- Give each student an artifact and allow them to discuss how old they think the artifacts are.
- Have the students place the artifacts on the board relative to others.
- Discuss how archaeologists use this technique to relatively date a site.
Clovis Point
14,000 years old

U.S. Penny
18 years old

Savannah River
4,000 years old

Glass beads
300 years old

Kirk Corner-Notched
9,000 years old

Clay Pipe
350 years old

Pendant
7,500 years old

Metal Spoon
330 years old

Dan River Pot
800 years old

PeeDee Pot
750 years old

Deer Skull
1+ years old

Ceramic Plate
190 years old
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Activity 2: Chalk Art

What is a Petroglyph?

Petroglyphs are rock carvings (rock paintings are called pictographs) made by pecking directly on the rock surface using a stone chisel and a hammerstone. Archaeologists use petroglyphs to help them interpret the past, but it's not always easy!

North Carolina Petroglyph Judaculla Rock

Activity

- Have the students think of a fun event that they were a part of recently. It could have happened at school, at home, on vacation, etc.

- Have them draw that event using only pictures. It can be outside using chalk or inside using markers, crayons, pencils, etc.

- When they are finished, have the students interpret each other's drawings.

- Have the artist describe what their drawing was and see how close the interpretations were!
Activity 3: Hidden in Photographs

Lesson

Archaeologists don’t only study objects. They also study historic documents and oral histories to help them interpret an archaeological site. One type of document they can use is photographs. Photographs are a great tool because they are a snapshot into people’s lifestyles, activities, social or familial relationships, and special or historical events.

Activity

- Print out a variety of photographs for students to look at. You can use the photographs found on pages 8-11 or you can find your own! Just make sure you can answer the following questions.

- Have the students study the photographs and answer the questions.

- When they are finished answering the questions, let them know how they did!

Questions

Where: Where was the photograph taken?

Who: Who are the people in the photograph?

What: What are the people doing?

When: What clues might tell us when the photograph was taken?

Why: Why was the photograph taken?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Picture Key</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.</strong> Baby Contest Cherokee Reservation, Dr. Mary B Michal examines 12 month old Lucinda Jane Bradley, 12 Mo old Qualla Boundary, North Carolina 1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.</strong> Backstage at Unto these Hills, a theater drama performed in Cherokee, North Carolina 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.</strong> Two girls and a boy standing in front of cutouts of children, all eating hotdogs at the Meat and Poultry Inspection Service exhibit at the North Carolina State Fair. A portrait of Commissioner Jim Graham is on the wall of the booth, Jim Graham was commissioner between 1964 and 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.</strong> Woman working with a spinning loom. 1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5.</strong> Construction of the blue ridge parkway 1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6.</strong> President Harry S. Truman addresses crowds at the North Carolina State Fair. 1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7.</strong> Tiny Broadwick, a parachutist who invented the rip cord, just before going up for her last jump. She is shown with Clyde Pangborn, an aerial stuntist. 1922 Tiny was born in Oxford, North Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.</strong> One room school house in Wayne County, North Carolina ca 1900-1905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Activity 4: Artifact Puzzles

Lesson

Archaeologists rarely find whole artifacts, especially when objects are fragile such as ceramics and glass. Putting an artifact back together is called reconstruction. Archaeologists can learn a lot from reconstructing broken artifacts like construction method, function, size, shape, and decoration. These attributes can be used to answer questions about the object’s purpose, age, or significance. Therefore, archaeologists try to reconstruct broken objects so that they can better answer these questions!

Activity

- Print out images of different artifacts. You can print out the ones provided on pages 14-16 or find your own online! OSA uses magnetic paper and has the students reconstruct the objects on metal pans, but you can use any type of paper.

- Cut the images to create a puzzle. The more pieces and the straighter the edges, the harder the puzzle will be.

- Have the students observe the characteristics of each piece paying attention to attributes such as decoration, color, shape, etc.

- Reconstruct the “artifacts” by fitting two pieces together using the characteristics they described above.

- When the object is reconstructed, have the students discuss what the object is, what it was used for, and what they believe is the age of the object!